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Subject: Issue 283
From: Van Snyder

1 Introduction

Issue 283 says:
The glossary entry for characteristics did not get updated along with the normative definition.
It wouldn’t surprise me at all to find other glossary entries similarly out of date, but I happened
to notice this one.

2 Edits

Edits refer to 01-007. Page and line numbers are displayed in the margin. Absent other
instructions, a page and line number or line number range implies all of the indicated text
is to be replaced by immediately following text, while a page and line number followed by +
(-) indicates that immediately following text is to be inserted after (before) the indicated line.
Remarks are noted in the margin, or appear between [ and ] in the text.

[Editor: After “subroutine” insert “, whether it is pure, whether it is elemental, whether it has 400:29
the BIND attribute, the value of its binding label”.]

[Editor: After “procedure” insert “, is a procedure pointer, is an asterisk (alternate return indica- 400:31
tor)”.]

[Editor: After “a” insert “dummy”.] 400:33

[Editor: “the character length” ⇒ “type parameter”.] 400:34

[Editor: After “target” insert “, whether it is allocatable, whether it has the VALUE, ASYN- 400:35
CHRONOUS or VOLATILE attributes, whether it is polymorphic”; “character length” ⇒ “a
type parameter”.]

[Editor: After “procedure” insert “or procedure pointer”.] 400:36

[Editor: After “parameters” insert “, which type parameters are deferred, whether it is poly- 400:38
morphic”; after “pointer” insert “or allocatable, whether it is a procedure pointer”

[Editor: After “pointer” insert “or allocatable” twice.] 400:39

[Editor: “the character length” ⇒ “type parameter”.] 400:39-40

[Editor: Replace the text of unresolved issue note 283 with “It wouldn’t surprise me to find 400:41-45
that glossary entries are out of date” and move the note to [399:18+].]


